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Abstract
We present a heuristics-based approach to deep
space mission scheduling which is modeled on
the approach used by expert human schedulers
in producing schedules for planetary encoun-
ters. New chronological evaluation techniques
are used to focus the search by using infor-
mation gained during the scheduling process
to locate, classify, and resolve regions of con-
flict. Our approach is based on the assumption
that during the construction of a schedule there
exist several disjunct temporal regions where
the demand for one resource type or a single
temporal constraint dominates (bottleneck re-
gions). If the scheduler can identify these re-
gions and classify them based on their domi-
nant constraint, then the scheduler can select
the scheduling heuristic.
1 Introduction
Scheduling science experiments for such projects as
Viking, Voyager, and Spacelab consumes a large amount
of time and manpower. Whenever the Voyager space-
craft encounters a planet, the science experiments must
be preplanned and ready to execute. This is a difficult
scheduling problem due to the number and complexity
of the experiments and the extremely limited resources
of a spacecraft.
Since very few opportunities for space science exist,
the major goal of mission scheduling is to maximize the
number of science experiments that can be performed
using the limited resources of the spacecraft. The total
amount of requested experiments can be several times
the amount that the project can accomplish.
Not only are schedules oversubscribed, they are also
dynamic. Although the Voyager spacecraft was built and
launched years ago, the flight rules governing the use
of the spacecraft have changed. As the scientists learn
more about their objectives, the experiment requests are
updated. Thus, the mission schedule is a dynamic entity.
"This research was done ,_t the Jet Propulsion Labors-
tory, California Institute of Technology, and was sponsored
through an agreement with the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory has performed mission
scheduling for many years with a variety of deep space
flight projects. The effort in scheduling an entire project
such as Voyager can be measured in mancenturies. Be-
cause of this huge cost, JPL has been researching ad-
vanced software scheduling systems for several years (e.g.
Deviser, Plan-It, Switch, R_lph, OMP).
Our current research, the Operations Mission Plan-
ner (OMP), is centered on minimally disruptive (non-
nervous) replanning and the use of heuristics to limit
the scheduler's search space. This paper addresses some
of the problems pertinent to mission scheduling. It then
defines iterative refinement, one of the basic design goals
of our current research. This work has been greatly in-
fluenced by discussions with and the observations of the
expert mission schedulers for the Viking, Voyager, and
Spacelab projects.
2 Definitions
2.1 Resource/State
A resource/state (here after shorten to resource) tracks
how a variable describing a state of the system changes
through time and the steps which presently reserve this
resource. An example is a pooled resource which tracks
how many pieces of equipment out of a limited pool is
being used at any moment in time. Another example is
the direction of an antenna which is a continuous-state
resource.
There are five fundamental types of resources: ca-
pacity, consumable renewable, continuous-state, and
discrete-state [Starbird, 1987]. A capacity resource is ba-
sicaUy a pooled resource but can have non-integer value
and may have a time varying initial capacity.. Steps allo-
cate a amount of the resource for their duration and then
free up the resource for other activities. A consumable
resource is one for which there is a limited supply, and
once it is used by a step, it is no longer available (e.g.
spacecraft fuel). A renewable is a generalization of a
consumable, where the resource can be replenished (e.g.
storage tape; it is used up during recording, and _replen-
ished" during playback). A state resource represents a
resource whose state (configuration, position, etc.) must
be a certain value in order to support an activity. A
continuous- state resource is one in which the state of
the resource can best be described by a continuous vari-
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able (e.g. the direction that an antenna is pointing).
A discrete-state resources, on the other hand, are repre-
sented by discrete values (e.g. on/off, low-galn/medium-
g_Tn/hlgh-gaiu).
Most domain resources can either be directly mapped
into these resource types or be modeled by combining
t]_ese type of fundamental resources to form a special
meta-resource. A ground based Deep Space Network An-
tenna could be modeled as a meta-resource which com-
bines two continuous- states and a renewable resource.
The two continous-states would mode] the azimuth and
declination while the renewable would model the num-
ber of times the antenna cables are wrapped around the
antenna pedestal.
While the four fundamental types of resources can be
used to mode] most of the resources we have encoun-
tered there exist a domain specific resources which could
not be easily modeled. An example is the Voyager tape
recorder which is a four track tack wire tape recorder.
To schedule the tape recorder the schedulers build tape
maps of what data is at what physical location on which
track. This information is used to determine the order
in which data can be removed and how long it takes to
position the tape head to the beginning of a particular
data track.
Associated with each type of resource is its definition
of conflict. A conflict for a capacity resource occurs if
the system reserves more then the limit of the pool at
any moment in time. The resource is in conflict at the
temporal interval for which a oversubscription occurs. A
discrete-state is in conflict if either a step "reserves _ a
state that is not compatible with the state of the resource
during the duration of the step or if the resource changes
states without having an appropriate state changing step
occurring.
2.2 Step/Actlvlty
A step is a temporal interval which _reserve _ resources
where the meaning of reserve depends on the type of
resource. While the resources model the state of the
system over time steps model changes or constraints on
the system. Along with resource reservations a step
can contain constraints that _either directly limit the
range of choices possible in scheduling a step or links
a step to other steps. The most common type of link-
ing Constraints are temporal predecessor and successor
relations.
An activity is a set of steps and a set of constraints
that llnk the steps together. The temporal constraints
are the _glue" that bind the steps into a logical unit.
The most common type of temporal linkage is the pre-
decessor and successor relations. Along with the steps
and constraints between the steps, an activity includes
constraints that act on upon all the steps within an ac-
tivity. This includes any global temporal windows and
other global scheduling preferences like a priority for the
request.
The users views an activity as the _primltive _ action
that must be scheduled to satisfy a user scheduling re-
quest. When a user issues a "request" the system finds
the one or more activities that satisfy the request. The
scheduler heuristically selects one of the activities and
schedules the entire activity as a logical unit. Unlike
resources the scheduler does not violate the constraints
within an activity.
Since the activities interact only through the resource
timelines, in some sense the activities are independent.
It is possible to modify a previously schedule activity
without backtracking or updating any other scheduled
activity. Modifying a previously scheduled activity may
cause some resource conflicts, but at certain stages of the
scheduling process that is acceptable. The scheduler has
the ability to note the conflicts for resolution at latter
stages in the processing.
3 Focused Iterative Refinement
3.1 Expert Iterative Refinement
Iterative refinement is a technique used by expert space-
craftschedulers.The expert userfirstlaysout the highly
constrainedactivitiesover which he has littleor no con-
trol. This forms a background against which the rest
of the schedulingisdone. The expert user then places
the activitieswhich impact largeportions of the sched-
ule. These may, for example, be a seriesof activities
that have to be performed at exactlyone-hour intervals
over a large portion of the schedule. Any changes to
thistype of activitywould cause changes to most of the
schedule.Ifthe schedulergetsstuck tryingtoplacesuch
an activity,he may electto move it,but only as a last
resort.Next, the expert user positionsthe hlgh-priority
activities,minimizing the number of conflicts.Finally,
to complete the initialoading process,the expert user
places the remaining activitieson the schedule. If,at
thispoint,some ofthe lower-priorityactivitiesdo not fit
easily,the expert user may simply ignore them.
After the loading process is done, the schedule is
80sensethat most activitiesare in theirfinalpositionon
the schedule),although some resourcecontentionsmay
stillexist.The expert user has only spent about 20user
willspend the remaining time tryingto fita few more
activitiesintothe scheduleand tryingtoresolveresource
contentions.
Up to thispoint in the scheduling process the sched-
ulerhas been task oriented[Smith and Ow, 1985].Now
the scheduler becomes resource oriented. The expert
user focuseson the activitieswhich are causing resource
contentionson a particularresourceand in a particular
time region.Afterthisarea isfixedthe expertusermoves
toanother. Using thistype ofplanning,the expert user
iteratesover and over again on the schedule,each time
refiningita littlemore. After each pass through the
schedule,the scheduler iswillingto do a deeper search
on any singleactivitybecause the totalnumber ofactiv-
itiesneeding to be searched willdecrease.
By focusingon just one area at a time the expert user
may fixa portionof the schedulejust to cause conflicts
when the next portion of the schedule isprocessed.Af-
ter several iterations, a small set of activities will cir-
culate through the problem areas of the schedule. In
this stage of scheduling, the expert user once again be-
comes task oriented. The expert user focuses on this
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small set of hard-to-place activities and performs the
deepest search. The expert user addresses any chain
reactions resulting from moving a specific activity. In
Voyager scheduling this reasoning recurses about three
levels down. In SpaceLab science scheduling the depth
cut off is about four levels down. It is important to re-
alise, however, that at this point the expert user has a
small list of activities to try. The scheduler also restricts
the impacted activities to those that seem flexible.
In the final stage of processing, the expert user looks
for under-utilized areas of the schedule. The expert user
checks the llst of unscheduled activities looking for an
activity that could use these resources. This unsched-
uled activity will, most likely, not fit directly into the
schedule without causing some conflicts. Otherwise, the
activity would have been scheduled earlier in the pro-
cess. The scheduler tries to adjust some of the activities
in the under-utilized areas in order to make room for the
unscheduled activity. This may involve a series of shifts,
but since both the activity and the under-utilized areas
have been identified, it is a tightly focused search.
The schedule is then evaluated by the mission scien-
tists for its total science return. The scientists negotiate
with one another and with the scheduling team about
which activities to include in the final sequence. The re-
sults of the negotiations must be reflected in the sched-
ule. Therefore, the evaluation process following the gen-
eration of the initial schedule often results in requests to
change the schedule, and hence the requirement for the
replanning capability discussed earlier.
3.1.1 Phases of Iteratlve Refinement
Iterative planning consists a series of techniques. Each
technique is responsible for a different aspect of the over-
all planning process. The first of these techniques roughs
out the plan and identlfles areas of high resource-conflict.
The later techniques use the knowledge of the resource
conflicts to refine the plan and solve many of the sched-
ule problems. The final techniques try to solve the last
of the conflicts and Zoptimize _ the plan.
The OMP Load Phase is responsible for drafting an
initial schedule. During this phase, the scheduler focuses
on the requested activities, fitting them into the schedule
with minimal concern for conflicts and levels of oversub-
scription.
During the Resource Centered Phase, OMP becomes
resource oriented [Smith and Ow, 1985]. The scheduler
focuses upon a resource region which contains conflicts
and uses quick and simple techniques to fix these re-
gions before processing another resource. It is during
this phase that the bulk of the schedule is roughed out.
By focusing on just one resource region at a time the
scheduler may fix one portion of the schedule but cre*
ate additional conflicts in other regions. The scheduler
discovers the bottlenecks by tracking these interactions
between the separate regions. Once a bottleneck has
been identified, it is classified and OMP attempts to re-
solve that bottleneck using techniques specialized for the
type of bottleneck.
Once the conflict regions of the schedule have been
resolved (which, since this is an oversubscribed domain
win involve deleting some activities from the schedule),
OMP takes another look at the high priority activities
which have been deleted from the schedule and tries to
fit them in. At this point, OMP win perform its deep-
eat search in an effort to schedule just one more activity
(extremely important in a domain such as deep space
mission scheduling where opportunities to perform in-
terplanetary experiments are rare). This phase is called
the Optimization , although it doesn't produce a truly
optimal schedule as would be defined in an operations re-
search sense. Rzther, it refers to fitting in additional ac-
tivities after a conflict-free schedule has been produced.
According to Spacelab scheduling experts, an optimal
schedule is one where no one can suggest an improve-
ment [Japp, 1986].
By specialising the planning techniques, each tech-
nique can be made more e_cient. For example, the
first techniques win use shallow searches over a broad
spectrum of activities. Later techniques will use deeper
searches but the search will only be applied to a limited
number of activities. They will use knowledge about
the particular schedule (i.e. the current resource con-
flicts, which activities have changed most often in the
scheduling process) to constrain the search space. The
techniques will employ either a shallow and broad search
or a deep and narrow search. If a planner must perform
a broad and deep search, it win not be able compute the
schedule in any reasonable time.
3.1.2 Self-Reflectlve Iterative Refinement
The basic concept of self-reflective search is focusing
the search by using knowledge gained from monitoring
the search process. The OMP architecture, operating
as outlined in the previous section, provides the mecha-
nisms for supporting self-reflective search: the chronolo-
gies gather the raw information, the assessment heuris-
tics analyze the information and feed the results to the
control heuristics which focus the dispatch heuristics.
During the scheduling process, OMP keeps a chronol-
ogy [Biefeld and Cooper, 1989] of the effort expended
to resolve resource conflicts. In OMP, the chronologies
are composed of a set of course grain resource timelines
which record the scheduling effort level associated with
a given region of the schedule, one measure of which is
the number of times the scheduler attempts to resolve
conflicts in that region.
During the resource centered phases, OMP focuses on
a temporal interval within a given resource that is in
conflict. Simple heuristics (which either change the re-
source used by an activity or temporally shift an activ-
ity out of the focus region [Biefeld and Cooper, 1991])
are used to reduce the level conflict in the focus region.
The chronologies keep track of the effect of these actions
within the region and on other regions which are changed
as a result of the scheduling actions.
The system first attempts to find a set of resource as-
signments which reduces the total amount of conflict in
the entire schedule. If the system can not lower the total
conflict then it win increase the effort level for the focus
region. The system retries the search, again attempting
to reduce the conflict level in the region of focus, how-
.d
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ever this time it can increase the conflict level in other
temporal regions for which the effort level is less than
the focus region's effort level.
The above process will eventually cause OMP to cycle
through the same regions. When the effort level for these
regions exceeds the preset threshold, OMP exits the re-
source centered phase and begins the bottleneck cen-
tered phase. The assessment heuristics search through
the chronologies and find the regions that have recently
been raised to a high effort level. These regions are then
collected into a bottleneck. The assessment heuristics
then classify the bottleneck depending on its temporal
size and its degree of oversubscription.
The current assessments heuristics in OMP distinguish
bottlenecks by: 1) the amount of subscription compared
to the bottleneck capacity; 2) the temporal extent of the
bottleneck regions; and 3) the number of resources the
bottleneck spans. Using these ratings the assessment
heuristics classify the bottlenecks as either: 1) largely
oversubscribed; 2) close to capacity but large in extent;
or 3) close to theoretical capacity and small in extent.
If a bottleneck is largely oversubscribed then OMP's
control heuristics will delete the low priority activities
from the bottleneck region until the demand is only
slightly larger then the capacity of the bottleneck. If
a bottleneck is close to capacity but large in extent the
control heuristics will split the bottleneck into several
smaller regions. The first step is to distribute the task-
ing uniformly across the bottleneck and to reduce the
demand slightly by shrinking the duration of the activi-
ties. The control heuristics win then focus on the smaller
regions and use dispatch heuristics that emphasize local
modifications over the global modifications used in the
Resource Centered Phase. During this processing the
assessment heuristics closely monitor the chronologies to
identify small bottleneck regions. OMP processes each
of the small bottlenecks as it locates them.
When processing a small bottleneck OMP uses it's
most complicated heuristics. They use localized modifi-
cations to position one more activity onto the schedule.
If the region in conflict is temporally small, the heuristics
will either try to clip some activity whose start or end
time is near the conflict, or the heuristics will split some
activity into two separate activities with a gap equal to
the conflict duration. If the conflict region is slightly
larger, the heuristics clip and form gaps in a series of
activities and align these gaps in such a manner as to
reduce the conflict over the focus region.
Some heuristics, such as those for antenna handoff,
are domain specific. A antenna handoff is when an ac-
tivity splits its requirement for an antenna between two
or more antenna resources. In the OMP demonstration
domain, an activity may use one antenna for the first
to reduce resource contention.
This is an example of not only domain specific ways
of expanding an activity but also where domain specific
heuristics are needed to suggest when and how to try a
particular activity expansion. Since the durations of the
handoff overlap and the duration that an activity must
spend on any single antenna is relatively small compared
to the entire duration of an activity, the total number of
ways an activity can be sliced up using antenna hand-
offs is quite large and in most cases not very useful. By
identifying the bottleneck regions and then using domain
specific heuristics to find particular patterns in the bot-
tleneck regions the search process can be restricted, while
still finding most cases were there special configuration
tricks are useful.
4 Summary
This iterative planning approach to scheduling arose
from attempts to heuristically control the search space
of mission scheduling. The source of the heuristics were
the human schedulers of Voyager, Viking, and SpaceLah
who provided information on the stages of the schedul-
ing process. Earlier stages are concerned with "roughing
out _ the schedule, placing most of the tasks, and identi-
fying the trouble areas. Later stages then use scheduling
heuristics to refine the existing schedule.
Most of these heuristics assume that the scheduler
knows which resources are the bottlenecks and which
tasks are causing the most dlfBculty for the scheduler.
The best way to identify these critical resources and
tasks is from the schedule produced by the earlier stages.
In order to know what to try next one must already know
what the schedule will be like.
Iterative planning assumes that the information
gained by earlier techniques can be used by the later
techniques to constrain the search space. Iterative plan-
ning also assumes that the schedule will not be changed
dramatically by the later techniques. These assumptions
seem to hold for the mission scheduling domain, which
is extremely under- constrained. There exist many pos-
sible schedules for a single set of requested tasks. Two
different human schedulers will produce two very differ-
ent but equally acceptable schedules, given the same set
of requested tasks. If, however, one human scheduler
must modify another person's schedule, the basic struc-
ture of the schedule will not be modified. Therefore,
expert schedulers normally perform non-nervous replan-
ning.
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